
Chainsaw Man, the manga 
that took Japan’s Shonen 
Jump magazine by storm, 

has had an undying level of hype 
surrounding it since it first started 
serializing. With the trailer for 
the anime having been released, it 
seems as though this hype will not 
be going away any time soon. Why 
is there so much excitement for this 
short series that seemingly came 
out of nowhere? And is it deserved? 
It is best to read Chainsaw Man 
blind, without any preconceived 
notions of what it is, so for readers 
who already plan on reading it then 
it is best to do that first, but oth-
erwise this review will not contain 
spoilers so anyone can continue if 
they wish. 

Chainsaw Man first stands out 
with its dark and unpredictable 
atmosphere that is not unlike Attack 
on Titan. Anything can happen and 
no character is invincible, so the 
plot carries a sense of momentum 
that keeps it a consistent page 
turner. That is not to say that it isn’t 

funny, because Chainsaw Man can be 
as hilarious as it is heart-wrenching. 
It’s incredibly charming characters 
are put into ridiculous scenarios 
and conversations that display the 
dark and absurdist sense of humor 
of the author Tatsuki Fujimoto. 

One thing that it will be impos-
sible for the anime adaptation to 
capture is the way that Fujimoto has 
taken advantage of the manga for-
mat. Often, the images on the page 
will pop out of the panels they are 
drawn in, and the panels themselves 
blend together so that the division 
between them seems to be torn 
away, making the pages feel alive 
and like the story is flowing seam-
lessly between them. The art style is 
simple and charming, but at times 
becomes hyper detailed in its depic-
tion of horrific and well-designed 
devils that make an impression 
reminiscent of Junji Ito. 

Chainsaw Man is nothing 
short of masterful

It is in this brilliant creature 
and character design that one of 
Chainsaw Man’s very few flaws 
becomes apparent. The designs of 
devils are imaginative and capture 
the reader’s attention, but quite 
often the female devils are just 
naked from the neck down, which is 
entirely pointless and actually takes 
away from the quality of the manga 

since every devil drawn this way is a 
missed opportunity for Fujimoto to 
further display his artistic prowess. 
The only other flaw, a very minor 
one, is that the progression of the 
middle of the story gets a tad bit 
slow compared to its fast paced 
beginning and end. 

Speaking of the ending, the 
ending of Chainsaw Man is nothing 

short of masterful. It takes every 
element of gripping political com-
mentary, religious allegories, and 
philosophical questions, and weaves 
them together into a climax that 
sees every single theme through and 
leaves the reader beyond satisfied. 

With the uncertainty of 
whether the anime adaptation will 
be able to capture its greatness, it 

is not an exaggeration to deem this 
manga a must-read for both manga 
and anime fans. That is not to say it 
is flawless, but the way that it has 
revolutionized the shounen genre 
makes it something nobody will 
want to miss.

S U C C E S S F U L  M A N G A  I N  N A R R A T I V E  &  T O N E  G E T S  A N I M E  A D A P T A T I O N
A MUST-READ FOR 
ANIME FANS
 

by Diego Woodward

Sitting only a five-minute walk 
away from campus on Osage 
Street, Domo Japanese Coun-

try Restaurant is a rustic nook in 
Denver serving homestyle Japanese 
food. Due to going viral on Tik-Tok 
and having an increased demand, 
the restaurant is only open Friday 
through Sunday and can only sit 20 
people at a time, leading to long wait 
times. However, Domo is well worth 
the wait.  

Walking into Domo, it can be 
quickly realized that this is not 
going to be an average restaurant 
experience. The inside of the restau-
rant is covered in authentic décor 
and a beautiful dining area awaits 
just around the corner. Guests can 
choose to sit indoors, or they can 
opt to sit outside. There is the sweet 
sound of Japanese beetles and bees 
buzzing all around in the outdoor 
area, which is surrounded by a gor-
geous traditional Japanese garden.  

It’s hard to beat the ambience 
of a restaurant that makes the city 
around feel far away and unnoticed. 
Domo transports lovers of food to a 
place of relaxation to enjoy authen-
tic Japanese fare. Most people at the 

restaurant start their meals with 
black or green Japanese tea. The 
green tea had a bright and sweet 
profile that was simultaneously 
energizing and calming.  

When it comes to ordering, the 
staff is very friendly to offer recom-
mendations, as the menu is not for 
the unadventurous eater. Between 
this Sentry writer and her party of 
three, an order of gyoza, a teriyaki 
chicken bowl, a Japanese curry with 
chicken and ramen, and the Chef ’s 
special kimchi ramen was ordered. 
However, there are many more 
options at Domo. They offer poke 

bowls, which are growing more 
and more popular. They have a wide 
range of seafood to select from. The 
menu also features curry and nabe-
mono (Japanese style of pot cooking) 
which is more commonly found in 
the countryside of Japan. 

The gyoza came first with a 
delightful and strong ginger sauce 
to compliment the dumplings. Next, 
the main entrees arrived. Coming 
on trays, the portions were generous 
and came with delicious sides. The 
teriyaki chicken had a strong gin-
ger profile and came with rice and 
a myriad of vegetables. The curry 

with chicken and ramen was tasty 
and had a medium level of spice. 
However, the dish was lacking veg-
etables which left a bit to be desired. 
The Chef ’s special had great, tangy 
flavor and came with well-cooked 
noodles for the ramen and crisp 
vegetables.  

While it may feel remote at 
some points, the service was good. 
Even with the wait time, the staff 
does not rush people through their 
meals so that they can fully enjoy 
the authentic and exquisite expe-
rience of Domo. Prices may seem 
a bit more expensive than usual, 

however, the food is worth every 
penny considering the taste, portion 
sizes, service, and experience of 
eating there. 

Domo is a place where someone 
can feel tranquility despite the rush 
of the city outside. It’s a fantastic 
gem tucked away near the Auraria 
Campus and is good for dates, 
foodie adventures with friends, or 
family dining. Take an afternoon 
or evening and enjoy a lovely time 
at Domo Japanese Country Restau-
rant, there won’t be any case of 
disappointment. 

JAPANESE HOLE-IN-THE-WALL WELL WORTH THE WAIT  
A TRANQUIL 
PLACE FOR TASTY 
CUISINE        
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BRILLIANT CREATURE AND CHARACTER DESIGNS IS A DRIVING ASPECT OF THE MANGA
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BECAUSE OF TIKTOK, DOMO HAS BECOME A HOT SPOT FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS TO EAT AT.
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